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Total volume of �eets (high seas and coastal �sheries) 
in gross tanker tonnage Value of �sh caught*
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T housands of years ago our ancestors already relied 
on fi shing to feed themselves. And while on land, 
hunting and gathering was eventually replaced by 

sedentary agricultural culture, at sea, fi shing was and is 
oriented towards one thing: the hunt. Those who fi sh do 
not sow. They take. 

This hunting behavior, together with increasing de-
mand for fi sh driven by a growing global population, has 
caused global fi sh populations to shrink. According to 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Na-
tions, about 30 percent are overfi shed or even exhausted 
because they are not sustainably exploited. Another 58 
percent have been pushed to the very edge of sustainabil-
ity. That means approximately 90 percent of the world’s 
commercially exploited fi sh populations are exhausted. It 
is not possible to exploit them any further. All hope is not 
lost, though: most populations could recover in anywhere 
from a few years to a few decades with smart fi sheries 
management. There are successful examples of such con-
cepts in the USA, New Zealand, Australia, Norway, and the 
EU. Many populations have recovered there. In 2009 Eu-
rope’s seas were 90 percent overfi shed—today, that num-
ber has sunk to just 50 percent, in part because of stronger 
restrictions and limits on catches.

But not all populations are in a position to recover 
quickly even if they are sustainably exploited. Some popu-
lations of large food fi sh like marlin, swordfi sh, shark, and 
cod have already shrunk by up to 90 percent. Dolphins and 
sea turtles, victims of bycatch, are partly threatened by ex-
tinction. They do not recover quickly. And many types of 
tuna belong to the species whose populations will not re-
cover as long as they are still actively fi shed to any extent. 
Their market value is so high that hunting them is still 
profi table even though few of them remain to be caught. 
Red tuna is so highly valued that it regularly fetches diz-
zying prices on the Japanese market. In 2013 a Japanese 
sushi chain bought a particularly impressive specimen for 
1.3 million euros. All told, 85 percent of the red tuna catch 
from the Mediterranean, and two-thirds of the entire glob-
al catch, goes to Japan.

Many developing countries are especially dependent 
on fi shing. Fishing is the primary economic activity there. 
It is estimated that there are approximately 12 million 
small-scale fi shermen globally. The industrial fi sheries, on 
the other hand, only employ 500,000 people. Per person, 
though, these industrialized operations catch many times 
what small artisanal fi shers pull from the sea with their 

Fish is a cornerstone of global food security. It is the world’s most 
traded natural product. But this global dependence on fi sh is actually 
the greatest threat to our fi sh populations. Many are overfi shed, 
and the number is rising.

FISH—ALMOST OUT OF STOCK?
FISHERIES MANAGEMENT

Subventions and Catches—What’s Left Over

Fisheries are heavily subsidized in all European countries. The relationship between the subsidies and the results is unequal. 
While Italy and Spain still turn profi ts, Germany actually takes a loss.
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10–20 kg/year

Marine capture per FAO region
in 1,000 metric tons

5–10 kg/year
2–5 kg/year
< 2 kg/year

Fish consumption per capita

20–30 kg/year

> 60 kg/year
30–60 kg/year
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Marine capture of the top 10 countries with �sheries on the high seas 
in 1,000 metric tons
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nets. With factory ships equipped with modern technolo-
gies like echolocation, reconnaissance planes, and gigan-
tic nets, they fundamentally exhaust the traditional fi sh-
ing grounds. The big ships operate around the world and 
search for the most profi table fi shing grounds, like the 
area o�  the coast of West Africa, where there is little state 
regulation and they can easily outcompete the locals. 

Another large problem for maintaining fi sh popula-
tions is illegal, unregulated, and undocumented (IUU) 
fi shing. This refers to fi sh caught with unauthorized fi sh-
ing devices, at unauthorized times, or in protected areas, 
as well as to catching species of fi sh that are prohibited or 
to catching more than is permitted. Illegal catches com-
prise up to 31 percent of the global fi sh catch. Some ship 
owners avoid state control by sailing under fl ags of con-
venience. Others exploit the fact that it is very di�  cult to 
track IUU ships in places like the islands and archipelagos 
of Indonesia. A similar phenomenon occurs in the Bering 
Sea, where IUU fi shing is mainly driven by Russian and 
Chinese fi rms. The rate of IUU fi shing there is 33 percent. 
It is estimated that 500,000 tons of illegally caught fi sh 
circulate each year. The EU has introduced stricter harbor 
controls, but illegally caught fi sh still end up on European 
plates.

Political expediencies are also responsible for putting 
pressure on fi sh populations. For example, for years Spain 
and Portugal, fearing unemployment, subsidized drasti-
cally oversized fi shing fl eets and thus accelerated the ex-
haustion of their fi sheries.

 

If ministries of fi shing would systematically follow sci-
entifi c recommendations and only fi sh populations so that 
over the long term they take only the maximum sustain-
able yield (MSY), the world’s fi sheries really would be the 
constantly growing resources that we mistakenly assume 
they are. Ending subventions, like fuel subsidies, would be 
a good start. •

Who Catches the Fish—and Who Eats Them?
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Fewer Fish Than Ever Before

58% of global marine fi sh stocks are fully fi shed and 31% are overfi shed; 
only 10% are not at or over their limits. 
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